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ABSTRACT
We are developing a multilateration system at a reasonable cost that aims at an accuracy better than 50 μm determined with a consistent
metrological approach. In this context, an absolute distance meter, developed in-house, is used as a unique telemetric system to feed the
different measurement heads of the multilateration system through a network of optical fibers. The uncertainty contribution for a distance
measurement of the telemetric system itself, in a controlled environment, is from 2 μm up to 100 m (k = 1). In this paper, the uncertainty
contribution due to mechanical designs of the measurement heads and the target is estimated: the gimbal mechanisms we have designed are
presented and their sources of error are identified, experimentally quantified, and minimized. At the end, we demonstrate that the current
design of the measurement head does not induce errors higher than 2 μm on the measured distances and the design of the target does not
induce errors higher than 9 μm.

© 2020 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5132933., s

I. INTRODUCTION

Large Volume Metrology (LVM)—means the ability to mea-
sure the size, location, orientation, and shape of large objects—is
a critical requirement in many industries such as aerospace,1 auto-
motive,2 and civil engineering where autonomous, reconfigurable,
cost-effective, and/or highly productive precision manufacturing is
required.3,4 LVM is also used in surveying for alignment of large
advanced science facilities such as those at CERN.5

Nowadays, commercial laser trackers are extensively used in
these high value industries.6 By measuring both the distance and the
angle from the tracker to a reflector, thanks to a laser beam, a typical
accuracy of 10 μm + 5 μm/m can be achieved.7 These laser track-
ers with interferometric systems are highly performant for length
measurements, but their accuracy is ultimately limited by the angle
measurements.8

Therefore, the multilateration coordinate measurement tech-
nique appears as a good alternative since it eliminates the angular
contribution, although it requires a large number of distance meters

distributed throughout the space.9 Indeed, the distances between
four measuring stations and one target, associated with different tar-
get locations, provide sufficient information to establish the spatial
locations of the target and that of the measuring heads themselves
(using the self-calibration technique10–13). Such multilateration sys-
tems based on interferometry were already demonstrated and com-
mercialized, using fringe counting interferometry with commercial
laser tracer devices14 or more recently using Frequency Scanning
Interferometry.15 However, to make multilateration more attractive,
novel distance meters able to bridge the gap between expensive but
accurate laser trackers (or tracers) and cheaper but less accurate
devices [indoor Global Positioning System (GPS) and photogram-
metric system] must emerge.16

To this end, we have developed an Absolute Distance Meter
(ADM) based on the phase measurement of an amplitude-
modulated light to use it in a multilateration system. ADMs are
generally preferred in harsh environments as they provide a better
flexibility of use and a greater robustness than interferometric dis-
placement measurement systems. Indeed, they accept obstructions
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of the beam path and important air turbulences contrary to the clas-
sical fringe counting interferometer systems. To reduce the global
cost, the developed ADM is used as a unique telemetric system that
feeds the different measurement heads of the multilateration sys-
tem through a network of optical fibers. The cost of the telemetric
system, principally the cost of the opto-electronic components, is
thus shared between the motorized heads, which aim at a common
reflector.

The objective is to realize a reference multilateration system
at a reasonable cost with an accuracy better than 50 μm (coverage
factor k = 1) determined with a consistent metrological approach.
Such a system could be used, for instance, as a reference for on-
site calibration of the indoor Global Positioning System (GPS)17

or photogrammetric systems. Over distances of 10 m, indoor GPS
has uncertainties in the range of 85–500 μm (k = 1) depending
on the system configurations,18 while dual camera photogrammet-
ric systems claim uncertainties as low as 50 μm (k = 1).19 The
uncertainty contribution of the telemetric system itself has already
been characterized in Ref. 20. A global uncertainty budget for the
measurement of a mechanical displacement (distance between two
positions of a same reflector) has been formally detailed, and an
accuracy below 4 μm (k = 1) has been demonstrated for distances
less than 1 km. This has been validated with displacement mea-
surements up to 100 m, indoors, in a controlled environment:
an uncertainty around 2 μm (k = 1) has been experimentally
observed.

Now, we need to ensure that the mechanical designs of the mea-
surement heads and that of the target will also contribute to accuracy
by less than 50 μm for a distance measurement. In this paper, we will
present how we can measure and minimize the mechanical errors
of the gimbal mechanisms we have designed for rotation of mea-
surement heads and the target. Section II briefly presents the shared
ADM and the details about our multilateration system. Then, Sec. III
focuses on the mechanical designs of the measurement heads and
the target: the different mechanical sources of error are identified
and modeled with appropriate parameters, and the errors induced
on a distance measurement are presented in the form of equations.
In Sec. IV, the mechanical parameters are measured using experi-
mental procedures, and finally, an uncertainty budget on their effects
on a distance measurement is detailed.

II. MULTILATERATION SYSTEM
In the multilateration system depicted in Fig. 1, a unique tele-

metric system (i.e., a shared ADM) feeds the different measurement
heads, thanks to a network of singlemode fibers based on a 1 × 4
optical switch. Each head includes a collimating system and a motor-
ized gimbal mechanism to aim at the target, a hollow corner cube.
The target has also a motorized gimbal mechanism for automatic
alignment with the heads when a distance measurement is required.
The system is also compatible with commercial Spherically Mounted
Retroreflectors (SMR).

In practice, the distance measurements are performed in a pure
time-division multiplex: after alignment of the four measurement
heads, the corner cube will turn alternately in the direction of each
head, at the rate of the optical switch, to perform the four distance
measurements. Such a choreography can be achieved in less than
20 s. It is then possible to move the target to another position. After
at least nine target positions,11,12 a multilateration algorithm can be
applied for three-dimensional position determination from the set
of distance measurements (4 × 9 distances).

The developed ADM uses the same operation principle as the
one described in our previous publication:20 the distance L traveled
by a modulated light in air is determined by measuring the phase
ϕ accumulated by the modulating Radio Frequency (RF) carrier
during its propagation,

L =
1
2
× (

ϕ
2π

+ k) ×
c

n × fRF
, (1)

with c being the speed of light in vacuum, n the group refractive
index of air, fRF the modulation frequency, and k an integer number,
called order, corresponding to the number of times that the phase of
the amplitude modulation has rotated by 2π during the propagation.

In practice, the ADM is realized using telecommunication com-
ponents that are reliable, largely available, and affordable. A 1550 nm
optical carrier is emitted by a laser diode, intensity modulated using
a RF carrier around 5 GHz, and amplified. This fiber-guided optical
signal is then routed using the 1 × 4 optical switch to one mea-
surement head where it is emitted in free space and collimated
by an off-axis parabolic mirror (spot size of 9.2 mm at 1% power
level). After propagating over several meters in air, the laser beam is

FIG. 1. Photograph of the developed multilateration system composed of a shared telemetric system, four measurement heads, and one target.
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FIG. 2. 3D-view of the developed mea-
surement heads and target for θ = θ′
= 0○ and φ = φ′ = 30○.

reflected back toward the measurement head by the hollow corner
cube and reinjected into the same singlemode fiber as previously.
The returned signal is finally directed toward the telemetric system
where a high-speed photodiode detects it and where the phase of the
modulation RF carrier is measured.

Figure 2 depicts one of the four measurement heads we have
developed. In an ideal system, the two rotating axes, called stand-
ing and transit, are orthogonal, and they intersect at a single point
O from which the laser beam emerges. The platform for electronics
and sensors is fixed, the cradle rotates around the standing axis only,
and the optical platform rotates around the two axes. For rotation,
stepping motors (400 steps per revolution) running in microstep-
ping mode (16 microsteps per one full step) engage the rotation axes,
thanks to a transmission belt with a factor of reduction of 32/72.
Thus, they achieve an angular resolution of 436 μrad. The azimuth
and elevation angles are recorded, thanks to angle encoders of 384
μrad of resolution, even if these values are not used for the deter-
mination of the three-dimensional positions of the target. Finally,
the optical platform contains the optical collimating system, which
is mounted on two translation stages that allow us to adjust the
position of the origin of the optical laser beam.

The target, depicted on the right in Fig. 2, uses principles similar
to the measurement head. Hence, the small platform that holds the
corner cube up can be oriented in any direction. Its compact design,
with electronics running on battery, permits one-hand operation to
move the target from one position to another. The target does not
have angle encoders, but it is equipped with optical forked sensors
that define set points for the zero adjustment of the angles.

In Sec. III, the different sources of errors of these gimbal mech-
anisms are identified and modeled, and then, in Sec. IV, the param-
eters of these errors are measured for one of the four developed
measurement heads and for the target.

III. MODELING OF THE ERRORS DUE TO GEOMETRIC
MISALIGNMENTS

In order to define, in the most comprehensible way, the dif-
ferent sources of error in distance measurement due to the beam

steering mechanism, we will use different orthogonal Cartesian
systems (Fig. 2).

First, the x, y, and z axes form a fixed orthogonal Cartesian sys-
tem with the point O as origin. The z axis is aligned on the standing
axis of the measurement head, and the x axis is aligned with the
transit axis when the azimuth angle (provided by the angle encoder)
is equal to zero. By analogy, P uvw is a fixed orthogonal Cartesian
system for the target.

Then, O x′y′z′ forms a third orthogonal Cartesian system
attached to the optical platform of the head. This means that the x′

axis stays parallel to the transit axis, i.e., it rotates with the azimuth
of the head, and the z′ axis turns with the elevation of the gimbal
mechanism. By analogy, P u′v′w′ forms a last orthogonal Cartesian
system attached to the platform of the corner cube.

A. Measurement head: Beam offset
The laser beam that should ideally pass by the intersection of

the two rotation axes of the head, at the point O in Fig. 3, may be dis-
placed from its ideal position by a constant offset. The error induced
on the measured distance—defined as the difference between the
true value (called Rt, for a true range) and the measured one (called
Ri, for an intermediate range)—can be easily calculated using the
following equation:

Rt2
= Ri2 + a2 + c2, (2)

with a and c being the projections of the beam offset on the x′ and z′

axes, respectively. Explanation of formula (2) is given in Fig. 3 for a
two-dimensional case.

B. Measurement head: Beam tilt
As depicted in Fig. 4, the laser beam, in addition to a beam offset

error, may also be tilted from its ideal path, i.e., it may not be normal
to the plane formed by the two axes x′ and z′. In that case, the beam
path Ri changes to take into account the beam tilt, and formula (2)
becomes more complex,

Rt2
= Ri2 + a2 + c2

− 2 a Ri∗ sin(α) − 2 c Ri sin(γ), (3)
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FIG. 3. Top view of the measurement
head that reveals the beam offset error
along the x′ axis. This view is a projec-
tion in the plane (xOy), i.e., z = 0.

with α and γ being the tilt angles formed with the y′ axis in the
planes (x′Oy′) and (z′Oy′), respectively, and Ri∗ a value that can
be approximated by Ri for a small beam offset along the z′ axis,

Ri∗ = sqrt(Ri2 + c2
− 2 c Ri sin(γ)). (4)

It must be noted that beam tilt without beam offset does not
induce an error on the distance measurements.

C. Measurement head: Transit offset
Finally, as depicted in Fig. 5, the transit axis may not intersect

the standing axis due to an offset Toh from its ideal location. This
offset, defined in the direction of y′ when the elevation angle is null
(φ = 0), modifies the intermediate result Ri in formulas (3) and (4)
as follows:

Rm2
= Toh2 + Ri2 + 2 Toh Ri∗ cos(α) − cos(φ − γ), (5)

FIG. 4. Top view of the measurement head that reveals the beam tilt error along
the x′ axis added to a beam offset.

with Rm being the experimentally measured value, Toh the transit
offset, i.e., the distance between the standing and transit axes, φ the
elevation angle of the gimbal mechanism, and α and γ the tilt angles
formed with the y′ axis. The second-degree equation in formula (5)
with Ri as the unknown parameter and Rm as variable has to be
solved, and then, the result Ri has to be used in formulas (3) and
(4) to find the true value Rt.

Of course, to aim correctly at the target, the azimuth and eleva-
tion angles should be slightly adjusted due to the transit offset (i.e.,
after displacement from O to O′). This is not taken into account
above unless the provided formulas are good approximations, par-
ticularly if the beam tilt α is negligible (top view) and if the beam
offset c is also negligible (side view).

D. Target: Offset
The corner cube should also be placed at the intersection of the

two rotation axes of its gimbal mechanism, at the point P. If it is
displaced from this ideal position by a constant offset, this induces
an error on the measured distance. This error depends on the offsets
in the three Cartesian directions, a′, b′, and c′, respectively, but also
on the corner cube alignment defined by the azimuth angle θ′ and
the elevation angle φ′. In practice, the perfect alignment with the
measurement head is not always achieved: it must be better than the
corner cube aperture, i.e., 30○. The small misalignment angles are
noted θ′′ and φ′′.

Thus, in the local orthogonal Cartesian system P u′v′w′

attached to the corner cube, the error due to the target offsets,
defined as the difference between the true value Rt and the measured
one Ri, can be calculated from

Ri2
= Rt2 + a′2 + 2 Rt a′ sin(θ′′) + b′2 − 2 Rt b′ cos(θ′′) cos(φ′′)

+ c′2 + 2 Rt c′ sin(φ′′). (6)

Explanation of formula (6) is given in Fig. 6 for a two-dimensional
case.

E. Target: Transit offset
As depicted in Fig. 7, the transit axis may not intersect the

standing axis due to an offset Tot from its ideal location. This off-
set, defined in the direction of v′ when the elevation angle is null
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FIG. 5. Top view on the left and side
view on the right reveal the transit offset
error (Toh is, here, negative). The stand-
ing axis is still passing by the point O,
but the transit axis is now passing by the
point O′.

(φ′ = 0), can be interpreted as a new offset that depends on this ele-
vation angle. Hence, in formula (6), the variables a′, b′, and c′ are
replaced by

a′ → a′ + 0,

b′ → b′ + Tot cos(φ′),

c′ → c′ − Tot sin(φ′),

(7)

with Tot being the transit offset of the target, i.e., the distance
between the standing and transit axes, and φ′ the elevation angle of
the gimbal mechanism. Previously, the error due to the transit offset
of the target is limited by the corner cube aperture, and indeed, the
θ′ and φ′ angles are included between −15○ and +15○.

After the use of formula (7) in formula (6), we obtain

Rm2
= Rt2 + Tot2 + a′2 + b′2 + c′2 + 2g(θ′′,φ′′,φ′), (8)

FIG. 6. Top view of the corner cube that highlights the target offset error in the
plane (u′Pv′), i.e., w′ = 0.

with g(θ′′, φ′′, φ) being a function that describes the variations of
Rm2 as a function of the viewing angles. This function, null for θ′′
= φ′′ = φ′ = 0, is equal to

g(θ′′,φ′′,φ′) = a′ Rt sin(θ′′)+ b′ [Tot cos(φ′)−Rt cos(θ′′) cos(φ′′)]

+ c′[Rt sin(φ′) − Tot sin(φ′)]

−Tot Rt[cos(φ′) cos(θ′′) cos(φ′′)

+ sin(φ′) sin(φ′′)]. (9)

F. Instrument distance offset
So far, the point O, the ideal point of the rotating axes inter-

section, has been considered as the point from which the laser beam

FIG. 7. Top view of the corner cube that highlights the target transit offset error.
This is a projection in the plane (u′Pv′), i.e., w′ = 0.
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FIG. 8. Side view of the measurement head that highlights the pointing error.

emerges, i.e., from which the distance measurement is done. In prac-
tice, this point corresponds to the center of the parabolic mirror. By
construction, the laser beam passes through this point, but a con-
stant distance offset has to be considered for all the optical paths
located upstream: this is the instrument offset.

On the side of the target, there is no distance offset. Never-
theless, we can adopt another approach and decide that the target
offset along the u′ axes, i.e., b′ in Sec. III D, should be part of the
instrument distance offset. This second option is more pragmatic
if a good alignment between the measurement head and the target
is ensured, i.e., θ′ and φ′ are equal to zero, which is not the case
here.

The instrument offset can have a large impact on the error of
the measured distance. However, for multilateration application, its
value does not need to be known since it can be determined online
using an algorithm with self-calibration.11,12

G. Pointing error
The ability of our system to aim correctly at the center of the

corner cube is generally expressed as an angle value, ωp, but it can
also be expressed as a distance error, Pe (Fig. 8). These parameters
do not induce errors on the distance measurements as the target is a
hollow corner cube. However, a bad pointing can reduce the received
power of the telemetric signal and can therefore introduce, indi-
rectly, errors on the measured distance, for instance, due to crosstalk
in the telemetric signal20 (i.e., the addition of a spurious signal to the
ideal measurement signal that induces a cyclic error, sinusoidal with
the distance).

Finally, the pointing should not be considered as a source of
mechanical error like any others. This mechanical limitation has
an impact on the power received by the telemetric system, which
is intrinsically linked to the signal-to-crosstalk ratio and so to the
level of uncertainty. The mechanical design is therefore inherent
to the whole system and it cannot be only studied as an isolated
sub-system.

IV. ESTIMATION OF THE GEOMETRIC ERRORS
A. Measurement of the geometric errors of the
measurement head

To measure the parameters of the misalignment of the gimbal
mechanism of the measurement head, a double-centering method
has been achieved (also called the double-face measurement). This
method consists in pointing the same object under two different
orientations of the head, thanks to a first rotation of 180○ around

the standing axis and then a second 180○ rotation around the tran-
sit axis. Thus, the measurement head moves from the position θ
= φ = 0 to the position θ = φ = π. In order to have an optical beam
that points the same object after double-centering, the optical beam
must emerge from the intersection of the two rotating axes, orthog-
onally to the plane formed by these axes, i.e., without beam offset,
beam tilt, and transit offset. Otherwise, as depicted in Fig. 9, this
procedure produces two measurements with opposite errors. That
is precisely what we use to determine the error contributions of the
measurement head.

In Fig. 10, the displacements of the beam spot Δx and Δz
for different distances after double-centering have been plotted for
two successive tests. In practice, the following procedure has been
applied: first, the beam spot was centered on the corner cube; then,
a double-centering was carried out; and, finally, the corner cube
was moved using micrometric screws (by Δx and Δz) to be cen-
tered at the new beam spot position (i.e., perfect alignment). The
centering of the corner cube on the laser beam is done by optimiz-
ing the telemetric signal. By this way, we can determine the beam
spot displacements along the x and z axes with the uncertainty of the
pointing.

The beam offsets (a and c) and the beam tilts (α and γ) can
be determined from these measurements using the least squares
method: the slope of a regression line corresponds to twice the tan-
gent of the tilt angle, and its value at the distance zero corresponds
to twice that of the beam offset. The least square method also pro-
vides standard deviations on the slope and on the intercept of the
regression line:21 with three experimental points, we typically get
the angles with a standard deviation of 0.005○ and the offsets with
a standard deviation of 60 μm. Finally, the half distance difference
between one distance measurement before and one distance mea-
surement after double-centering gives a good approximation of the
transit offset (for negligible beam offsets and tilts as in our case).

After a first measurement (test 1 in Fig. 10), the transit off-
set has been minimized by adjusting the position of the cradle (see
Fig. 2). This parameter can be minimized down to 3 μm. Then,
the beam offsets have been minimized, thanks to translation stages
mounted on the head, enabling adjustment of the parabolic mirror
position. Finally, the initial value of the elevation angle has been cho-
sen so that the corresponding beam tilt is minimized. This cannot be
done for the azimuth angle since the two rotation axes of the gim-
bal mechanism are not totally independent: a rotation around the
standing axis lead to a rotation of the transit axis, but the reverse
is false. After these adjustments, the following values for mechan-
ical parameters with their uncertainty were measured (test 2 in
Fig. 10):

a = 1.5 μm ± 60 μm, c = −10.6μm ± 60μm,α = 0.171○ ± 0.005○,

γ = 0.017○ ± 0.005○, and Toh = 3μm ± 2 μm.

Finally, the numerical application of formula (3) with these values
shows that the beam offsets and the beam tilts have negligible effects
as they induce an error on the measured distance lower than 250 nm
(taking into account measurement uncertainty of these parameters).
The only non-negligible error comes from the transit offset of 3 μm
± 2 μm (k = 1). As we know the elevation angle, thanks to the angle
encoders, the measured distance can be corrected from this error
with formula (5).
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FIG. 9. Beam spot displacement due to a double-centering in three steps: side view of the head at the top of the picture (measurement of Δz and γ) and top view at the
bottom (measurement of Δx and α).

B. Characterization of the target
In the same manner as the characterization of the measurement

head, a good approximation of the transit offset (for negligible tar-
get offsets) is obtained by the half distance difference between one
measurement before and one measurement after double-centering
of the target. Thus, the latter has been estimated to be 11 μm ± 2 μm
(k = 1).

There is no simple way to measure directly the offset param-
eters of the target, a′, b′, and c′. Therefore, in the first time, only
measurements of the variations of the error induced on a distance of
57 cm as a function of the viewing angles have been performed. The
results are presented in Table I.

The values obtained in Table I are particularly good with errors
lower than 9 μm. Actually, the position of the corner cube has
been mechanically adjusted after first measurements: initially, the
variations were of the order of several hundreds of micrometers.

In a second time, from the theoretical model of Rm defined in
formulas (8) and (9) and the values of Table I, we have minimized
the quadratic sum of the vector,

[Rm(θ′′,φ′′) − Rm(0, 0)] −Variations of Table I(θ′′,φ′′),

with θ′′ = [−15○, 0○, 15○] andφ′′ = [−15○, 0○, 15○],

using the Nelder–Mead method under Matlab. This consists in
choosing the best values of a′, b′, and c′ in Rm(θ′′, φ′′) in order to
obtain the same data between the theoretical model and the exper-
imental results. In practice, this numerical method provides the
following values:

a′ = −6μm, b′ = 34 μm, and c′ = −22 μm.

Using these parameters, the differences between the theoretical
model and the experimental measurements in Table I are less than
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FIG. 10. Spot displacement after double-centering as a function of the distance.

TABLE I. Variations of the distance Rm from the reference position θ′ = φ′ = 0 for Rt
= 57 cm as a function of the corner cube alignment.

Elevation φ′′

−15○ 0○ +15○

Azimuth θ′′
−15○ 9 μm 3 μm −1 μm

0○ 5 μm 0 μm −5 μm
+15○ 8 μm 0 μm −6 μm

1.9 μm with a standard deviation of 1.0 μm. These values are con-
sistent with the uncertainty of our experimental measurements, i.e.,
2 μm (k = 1).

C. Characterization of the pointing
The determination of the center of the target using the mea-

surement head is achieved by optimizing the received power of the
telemetric signal. The performances of the pointing depend there-
fore on our capability to correctly discriminate the maximum of
power: in Fig. 11, we have measured the RF power received at the
ADM input as a function of the displacement of the corner cube,
displacement normal to the optical beam, and performed, thanks
to a translation stage with a micrometric screw. This displacement
is equivalent to a misalignment of the optical beam from the cen-
ter of the target. Indoors, with small air turbulences, 1 dB of power
variation can be easily discriminated and corresponds to an error of
550 μm in the pointing (Pe).

The capability to aim properly at the target also depends on
the angular resolution of the gimbal mechanism. The latter, mainly
limited by the stepper motors, is equal to 436 μrad (ωp).

With the use of a corner cube as retroreflector, no error is
induced on the measured distance due to the pointing. However,
with a motor resolution of 436 μrad, we can adjust the position of
the beam spot with a resolution of 1.7 mm at 4 m, which can induce
10 dB of RF attenuation at the input of the telemetric system, i.e., the

FIG. 11. Characterization of the pointing error. 1 dB power variation corresponds
to 550 μm.

limit value to guarantee a correct measurement. As explained in Sub-
section III G, with the use of a corner cube as retroreflector, no error
is induced on the measured distance due to the pointing. However,
a bad pointing can reduce the received power of the telemetric sig-
nal and can therefore introduce, indirectly, errors on the measured
distance due to crosstalk in the telemetric signal.20 With a motor res-
olution of 436 μrad, we can adjust the position of the beam spot with
a resolution of 1.7 mm at 4 m. Such a deviation can induce 10 dB of
additional RF attenuation at the input of the telemetric system: this
will reduce the signal to crosstalk ratio from 75 dB to 65 dB, and thus
increase the uncertainty component due to crosstalk from 0.6 μm to
1.9 μm in the performance assessment of the telemetric system.

D. Summary and discussion
The different sources of error of the measurement heads and

that of the target have been identified and modeled, and then, these
errors have been quantified. Table II summarizes these errors due to
geometric misalignments.

The gimbal mechanism of the measurement head we have char-
acterized induces very low errors on the measured distances, espe-
cially if we correct the error due to the transit offset. Indeed, when
the errors have been modeled and when their values are known, a
correction can be done. In our case, by considering negligible beam
offset and beam tilt, Formula (5) can be simplified as follows for
correction:

Rm2
≈ Toh2 + Rt2 + 2 Toh Rt cos(φ), (10)

with Rt being the true value, Rm the measured one, Toh the tran-
sit offset, and φ the elevation angle of the gimbal mechanism of the
head. Rm and Toh are known, thanks to the developed ADM with
an accuracy of 2 μm (k = 1), whereas the elevation angle is measured
using the angle encoder at an accuracy better than 400 μrad.

At the end, the mechanical errors of the target are the most
important components of the uncertainty budget: errors up to 9 μm
are possible due to the target offset, and this cannot be corrected as
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TABLE II. Uncertainty budget due to geometric misalignments.

Error induced
i Parameters Description Sources Measured values on the distance

1 a and c Beam offset

Misalignment of the gimbal

1.5 μm and −10.6 μm

Error <250 nm

mechanism of the

± 60 μm (k = 1)

measurement head
2 α and γ Beam tilt 0.171○ and 0.017○

± 0.005○ (k = 1)

3 Toh Transit offset of the head 3 μm ± 2 μm (k = 1) <2 μm after
Toh correction

4 a′, b′, and c′ Target offset

Misalignment of the gimbal

−6 μm, 34 μm, and −22 μm Error <9 μm

mechanism of the target
5 Tot Transit offset of the target 11 μm ± 2 μm (k = 1) <2 μm after

Tot correction

6 Do Distance offset (no impact Difference between the measured Not measured can be correctedfor multilateration) distance and the mechanical one

7 Pe and ωp Pointing error Limited resolution of the 550 μm and 400 μrad 0 μmpointing system

the target is not equipped with angle encoders. The stepper motor
drivers of the target are not sufficiently accurate for such a correc-
tion, but they can be used to determine which face of the corner cube
is used (θ′ = φ′ = 0 or θ′ = φ′ = π) and thus remove partly the error
due to the transit offset.

Concerning the instrument distance offset, its value has not
been measured since its value does not need to be known for multi-
lateration application (contrary to a simple distance measurement).

The system of aiming does not induce errors on the measured
distance. However, this parameter is important as it highlights some
limitations of the current motorized measurement heads: typically,
beyond 4 m, the angular resolution of the stepper motors is not suf-
ficient for accurate targeting. To resolve this, a fine tuning of the
angles based on piezo motors is under development.

V. CONCLUSION
Our objective is to realize a reference multilateration system

that proposes an accuracy better than 50 μm (k = 1) at a reason-
able cost and with metrological traceability to SI meter. This system
is composed of a telemetric system, four measurement heads, and a
target. The uncertainty contribution of the telemetric system itself,
based on the phase shift measurement of an intensity-modulated
light, is around 2 μm (k = 1) for distances up to 100 m, which leaves
us a considerable latitude for other sources of error.

In this paper, we have identified, modeled, and then quantified
the different sources of error due to the motorized gimbal mecha-
nisms of the measurement heads and the target for a multilateration
system. The measurements of the parameters of these errors were
realized by using double-centering procedures and for the target

by using the comparison between experimental measurements and
the theoretical model. Thus, the uncertainty budget for a distance
measurement between one head and the target has been established.
Through this, it has been shown that the current design of the mea-
surement head does not induce errors higher than 2 μm. It is finally
the gimbal mechanism of the target that represents the dominant
source of uncertainty, with induced errors on the measured distance
up to 9 μm.

The challenge to minimize the mechanical errors for different
angular orientations of the heads and that of the rotating reflector
appears to have been achieved. However, an evolution of the design
of the heads is under development to add auxiliary motors and thus
enable better angular resolutions for accurate targeting.

Finally, we should mention that the value of the air refractive
index, which alters the propagation speed of the measuring beam,
is a last source of uncertainty to take into account in such optical
coordinate measurement systems. It depends on several atmospheric
parameters,22 but the most critical measurand in the air index deter-
mination is the temperature: it should be known with a precision of
1 ○C along a 10 m optical path in order to determine the measured
distance with an accuracy of 10 μm. To deal with this issue, acoustic
thermometers are under development.
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